
BEYOND DEFLATEGATE:
THE NFL SEASON
BEGINS
Hi there! How ya doing! Because I have been
oppressed with this Tom Brady porn bullshit from
blog partner and sister, that Wheel person. Very
ugly and unnecessary. But I am going to let it
stand for all of posterity, not to mention both
of our posteriors. Still, you have to wonder
when enough is enough (like when she hijacked my
last post).

I used to love her, but….

So, enough about yer local riff raff, and about
#Deflategate (which was bullshit from the
inception) let’s get on to the game at hand.
That would be the Patriots versus the Steelers.

Yes, Brady has a giant chip on his shoulder. Yes
the Pats are defending Superbowl champs and Big
Ben and the Steelers are not. Nevertheless, this
is one hell of a season opening game. In fact,
it is pretty hard to imagine a better one under
the circumstances. Say what you will about how
any got there, there are only a precious few at
the top of all time winners in the Super Bowl
era. They include the Steelers and Pats. And,
yes, the Steelers, for all the Pats glory in the
last 15 years, are still winning that overall
matchup. The 49ers, Packers, Cowboys and Gents
are totally in there, but the more recent elite
are pretty clear.

So, here we are. Steelers have Big Ben
and….what? Ben Roethlisberger and Antonio Brown
are as good a duo as you can get. But without
Bell, who is suspended, in the backfield, that
is going to place some extra pressure on the
Steelers offense. A face Bill Belichick
undoubtedly knows. By the same token, the Pats
pass defense rests on a backfield without either
Darrell Revis of Brandon Browner. Pretty easy to
see Malcomb Butler continuing to become a stud
above and beyond his one play Super Bowl XLIX
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heroics, but similarly hard to see there not
being some early hiccups in that road. Would not
want to be Butler on Antonio Brown tonight.

But will DeAngelo Williams, who will sub for
Bell and Cody Wallace, who is subbing for center
Maurkice Pouncey, be able to pick up the slack?
Yes, I think so, but not nearly enough.

That said, the Patriots are without LeGarrette
Blount, due to a one game suspension. I think
that Dion Lewis (who is potentially breakout
star) and Travaris Cadet will come out of
nowhere to semi-carry the load. So, both sides
have some issue at running back, but, hopefully,
capable backups. I’d give a slight edge to the
Pats, but by a VERY slight margin.

We all know the QB’s on these two respective
teams. They are both great. Hard to see an edge
here other than the psychological harden that
Brady may have. But I am not putting that much
in that, Ben will come to play too.

Comes down to defense. Call me crazy, and
probably you should for this, but I think the
Pats have the edge on the new, dick LeBeau-less,
and untested, Steeler’s defense. Troy Polamalu
and Ryan Clark ain’t walking through that
tunnel. Especially so with the questions in the
Pittsburgh offensive line. If there is a win
here, that, and a pissed off Brady, are where I
see it. And that is where I see it, the Steelers
are good, but the Brady’s come out roaring and
winning tonight. don’t make me regret this
Deflators!

So, there you have it. #Deflategate is still a
legal pile of dubious garbage manufactured, as
is now even more clear, by an arbitrary and
capricious, if not arrogantly craven, Roger
Goddell and the NFL. We shall deal with that
more later. For now, trash it up and let loose
the dogs of football war.

And that is that. On top is an incredible
Taiwanese animation on the latest ESPN slanted
bunk trying to give cover to the NFL for
#Deflategate. It’s really awesome. Lower is one



of my newest favorite bands, this one from down
under, specifically Perth, Boom! Bap! Pow! Yeah,
that is their name, and they are killer.

The real football season is upon us folks, rip
this joint.


